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Introduction
There's little use these days for a prude wannabe whore who only takes dick in two of her holes.  If sluts
want to get the attention that they so desperately crave, they need to make sure that their tight assholes
are opened up wide and ready to accept all customers.  They squeak like a rusty door hinge while you
are ravaging their backsides.  The Bottom Bang sure is one helluva sexy amusement park ride!

Adult Review
Your old man may have found it hard to convince his MILF to let him tinker with her sphincter, but asses wide open are this
generations latest craze!  If you were living under a rock and didn't realize how normal anal sex has gotten, just pay a visit to
Bottom Bang, where there are currently 371 butt stuffing scenes.  
  
  This mega porn site has content that's dated going back to 2001, and is still updating itself regularly with one new anal sex
scene added each week.  With this much content, it shouldn't be much of a surprise that these are not exclusive to this site.  So
you may have cum across these butt fuckers on previous porn surfs, but there's a lot to be said with maintaining such a huge
sexy anal collection all in one place.
  
  The videos at Bottom Bang are presented nicely in a bunch of formats and speeds.  If you're planning a trip and can't stand
to be without anal sex scenes while you're away, you'll love the MP4 format.  If you're planning on just saving these into a
personalized anal archive, then you can pick the largest 720 x 540 WMV file.  Everything can be downloaded as both full
length scenes and clips with no worries about DRM.  The same files can all be streamed right from your PC via a nice
looking flash based movie player.
  
  Even though the Bottom Bang anal sex videos are the main attraction, lots of the newer updates feature high resolution
photo galleries that will definitely be new to you even if you've seen the scene elsewhere.  I'm talking about hundred of
individual photos of the anal slut posing before her asshole gets stretched by a hard dicking.   The older scenes that don't have
high res pics at least have tons of video captures that help you preview the hardcore action.  
  
  Plenty of Bottom Bang scenes feature double anal and nasty DPs, but The Tongue has even found a few scenes where there
doesn't seem to be any anal sex at all.  But in a site this big these slip ups are easy to forgive.  To make up for this, the
webmasters have agreed to provide our loyal readers with an exclusive porn discount! 
  
  The regular price of membership is $29.97 per month, plus you'll get full access to the entire collection of porn sites that are
included in the Jerked Network, all of which are listed right next to this review.  This anal sex masterpiece of a nasty XXX
porn site is can't miss material!

Porn Summary
Butt sex is the new second base for whores born in 1990.  Who cares about sucking on tits when an ass fucking Bottom Bang
can take place before she calls it quits!
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Video & Picture: Never Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
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